IEICE Milestone
Recommendation Form

Date of recommendation:

1. Name of the distinguished accomplishment being recommended

2. Name(s) of one or more main contributors to the distinguished accomplishment (in principle, contributors shall be individuals rather than organizations. If there is a preference for using a company name as the contributor, add the names of one to three persons who have made major contributions.)

3. Category/ies (Tick one or more applicable boxes)
   □ Knowledge/Technology, □ Product, □ Service,
   □ Establishment or proposal of a new concept related to knowledge/technology, product or service

4. Information about the recommender
   Name:
   Affiliation:
   Address:
   Email:
   Tel: Fax:

5. Recipient of the plaque and its proposed placement site (if known)
   Recipient and his/her affiliation:
   Placement site:

6. Reasons for recommending: Provide the reasons for recommending on a separate sheet (no form specified) in accordance with the following:
   Outline the recommended accomplishment in a clearly understandable manner, especially touching on the extent of its impact (one or two A4 sheets). Photos, diagrams and references may be included. As evidence that the accomplishment was discussed in the IEICE, attach one or more relevant documents or provide one or more appropriate references (IEICE publications, such as IEICE Journal, IEICE Transactions, IEICE Technical Reports, or IEICE Conference Proceedings, IEICE awards list, etc.)